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 The stability of Poiseuille flow modulated at high frequencies

 By P. HALL

 Department of Mathematics and Physiological Flow Studies Unit,

 Imperial College, S.W 7

 (Communicated by J. T. Stuart, F.R.S. - Received 25 October 1974)

 The effect of high frequency modulation on the stability of plane Poiseuille
 flow is considered. It is shown how the stability characteristics of this flow
 can be completely determined from those of the unmodulated flow. It is
 found that modulation destabilizes the flow. The method can be used to
 investigate the stability of any parallel or nearly parallel flow modulated at
 high frequencies.

 1. INTRODUCTION

 In recent years interest in the stability of time dependent flows has been aroused.

 Much of the work has been stimulated by the experimental investigation of circular

 Couette flow by Donnelly (I964) who found that when the inner of two concentric
 cylinders is modulated about a non zero mean with the outer at rest the flow is

 stabilized. This problem has since been investigated by Rosenblat (I968) and Hall

 (I975). Rosenblat neglected viscosity in his analysis and found that modulation
 stabilizes an unstable mean flow and destabilizes a stable one. Hall obtained asymp-

 totic expansions of the critical Taylor number for certain limits involving the ampli-

 tude and frequency of the modulation. The conclusion reached in the paper was

 that modulation always destabilizes the flow. For a discussion of the possible
 reasons for the discrepancy between the theory and experiment the reader is

 referred to Hall (I975).
 A problem related to that discussed above is that of the stability of a fluid layer

 with one or both of its surfaces having its temperature modulated. Venezian (I969)

 has investigated this problem for small modulation amplitudes while Rosenblat

 & Herbert (I970) have considered the same problem for small modulation fre-
 quencies. Hall (I 973) has recovered the results of these papers for small frequencies
 and given new results for high frequencies. Other work on this problem has been

 done by Davis (I970), Yih & Li (I972), Rosenblat & Tanaka (I97I) and Homsy
 (I973, I974).

 A feature of both the unmodulated Taylor and Benard problems is that the initial
 instability for both flows is stationary in time. This is not the case for all flows, for
 example in Poiseuille flow the initial instability is time periodic. Similarly Benard
 convection between parallel planes rotating about a vertical axis has an initial
 instability which is stationary or time periodic depending on the Prandtl number
 and the rate of rotation (see Chandrasekhar I96I). When a flow which has a time

 [ 453 ]
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 454 P. Hall

 periodic instability is modulated in time we expect that, if the frequency of modu-
 lation is chosen suitably, some kind of resonance phenomenon might occur. Kelly

 (I967) has discussed such a phenomenon in connexion with a shear layer instability
 while Grosch & Salwen (I968) have numerically investigated the stability of
 modulated plane Poiseuille flow. For small amplitudes of modulation Grosh &

 Salwen (I968) found that the flow is stabilized but for larger amplitudes the flow

 is destabilized. More recently Herbert (1972) has examined the energy balance in
 modulated plane Poiseuille flow. He found that when the ratio of the thickness of
 the disturbance shear wave layer to that of the modulation shear wave layer is
 0(1) but greater than 1 the modulation inhibits the transfer of energy into the dis-
 turbance and so stabilizes the flow.

 In this paper we are concerned with the case when this ratio is large. However,
 unlike that of Herbert, our analysis is not restricted to small amplitudes of modu-

 lation. The method of solution is similar to that used by Hall (I975) for high modu-
 lation frequencies. Though we only discuss the stability of modulated Poiseuille
 flow here, the approach is identical for other modulated parallel or nearly parallel

 flow. The advantage of our approach, as opposed to say that of Grosch & Salwen,
 is that the effect of modulation on the critical parameters for the flow is determined
 from the stability characteristics of the unmodulated flow. Thus with our approach
 it is only necessary to compute the solution of the unmodulated stability problem.

 We shall see that, even though the amplitude of modulation is unrestricted, the
 critical Reynolds number for the flow is altered only slightly from its unmodulated

 value. Thus it would seem that, despite their highly inflexional nature, Stokes

 layers are quite stable. This is not inconsistent with the results of Kerezek & Davis

 (I974) who have found numerically that a Stokes layer is stable at least up to
 values of abour 700 for the Reynolds number based on its characteristic thickness.
 However they found that a quasi steady approach shows that some of the instan-
 taneous profiles of such a flow are unstable at much lower values of the Reynolds

 number. This is consistent with the recent work of Rott (I974) who reported
 observing 'local' instabilities of Stokes layers for values of about 250 of the Reynolds
 number.

 A related problem is that of the stability of the pulsatile flow in the human aorta.
 Seed & Wood (I971) have shown that aortic blood flow becomes turbulent for a
 short time in each cardiac cycle. The turbulence is found to be associated with the
 position in the cardiac cycle when the blood has its maximum deceleration. How-
 ever complicating features such as the elasticity and curvature of the aorta make
 this a difficult problem to investigate theoretically. Thus we study the simpler
 problem of plane Poiseuille flow between rigid walls.

 The procedure adopted in this paper is as follows. In ?2 we formulate the Orr
 Sommerfeld problem which governs the stability of modulated plane Poiseuille
 flow. When the modulation frequency is large the basic flow has thin Stokes layers
 at the boundaries. In ? 3 we obtain an asymptotic solution to the problem when
 this frequency tends to infinity. This is done by solving for the disturbance stream
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 The stability of Poiseuille flow modulated at high frequencies 455

 function separately in the Stokes layers and the intervening region and matching

 the solutions where different regions meet. In ? 4 we discuss the results obtained in

 ? 3 and how they compare with those of Grosch & Salwen (I968) and Herbert (I972).
 We also see how the work of this paper can be related to an alternative formulation

 of the problem for small modulation amplitudes of arbitrary frequency. If the

 frequency of modulation is allowed to tend to infinity in this formulation, we can

 recover the results of ? 3. This provides a useful check on the method of ? 3.

 2. THE BASIC FLOW AND THE DISTURBANCE EQUATIONS

 We consider the viscous incompressible flow between the planes y = ? h driven

 by the pressure gradient

 a2 s-UoPj2+sin )t)t (2.1)

 where p and v are the density and kinematic viscosity of the fluid respectively.

 We can show that this pressure gradient leads to a velocity field (U, 0, 0) where

 u = U0 I -h2 2+ [eiT(f (y)-1) + complex conjiugate]}. (2.2)

 Here the function f (y) is given by

 f (y) = sinh(io-)l (1 -y/h) + sinh(io-)i (1 +y/h) (2.3)
 sinh 2(io4)l + sinh 2(io-)i 23

 where oC is a frequency parameter defined by

 o- =h2 /V. (2.4)

 Thus o- represents the ratio of the characteristic thickness of the Stokes layer
 associated with the oscillatory motion of the fluid to the depth of the channel.
 We are here concerned with the case when this ratio is small. Suppose that we

 perturb this flow such that the velocity in the disturbed state is (u + U, v, 0) and

 the pressuLre is p + 8p say. If we define the stream function /# by

 ff = a v V =_

 we can show from the momentum and continuity equations by linearizing and a
 few manipulations that ?b is determined by

 [Ua+a']V 2?- a2U a = vV4lr (2.5)

 where V2 = 82/aX2 + 62/Iy2. We introduce dimensionless coordinates X, Y and T
 defined by

 X=x/h, Y=y/h, 'r=wt, (2.6a,b,c)
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 456 P. Hall

 and look for a solution of (2.5) of the form

 /= FT(Y,T)exPic [X- (Cr+esinr)]. (2.7)

 Here ? is a periodic function of T and R is the Reynolds number given by

 R = Uoh/v. (2.8)

 Thus the flow is stable or unstable if the imaginary part of c is negative or positive

 respectively. The existence of a solution of (2.5) which is of the form given by (2.7)

 is suggested by Floquet theory. The inclusion of the term proportional to e in

 (2.7) effectively converts the Orr Sommerfeld equation to that corresponding to a

 flow between oscillating planes driven by a steady pressure gradient. This flow has

 a time dependence confined to the Stokes layers at the boundaries and we shall see

 in ? 3 why this is to our advantage. Using (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) we cani show that IF

 is determinedby r C a]N a6ii -i
 it- -c + I NVJJ-- I=-N2W, (2.9)

 where f=1- Y2+leeirf(Y)+.-ee-i!(Y), (2.10)

 and N is defined by N a2/a y2 _ a22.11)

 The boundary conditions required to completely specify the problem are

 ['= a-/aY = 0, Y = + 1, (2.12)

 so that there is no relative velocity at the channel walls.

 3. THE LIMIT C- 00

 We now determine the asymptotic form for g in the limit o- .- oo with a, R and

 c fixed. We evaluate F separately in the Stokes layers and the intervening region

 and match the solutions where different regions overlap. If we define a stretched

 variable y for the upper Stokes layer by

 y (1- Y) ( (3.1)

 we can see from (2.10) that in this layer

 ii '/' (2/o-( y(2 - (28)) + ee-(+i)Y+ir + le e-(L-i)l-iT + o(1). (3.2)

 It follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that, neglecting terms of order 0(1), the appropriate
 form for (2.9) and (2.12) in this layer is

 - i 2 2 2( a2 2x2 a 22(/
 ,,~~ay2 2 2aT]

 6,q a2 - 8JV,,2 - ,7+8J=fiff t--r
 .~2a 2a2~ 4 ( er

 + e-(l+1i)'+iT + 1 e(l+ei)n-iT 42
 +62 2 -(l2 )V-i) ) a 2 2

 ? - -+ e-(11i)fl1T vE( f ' -= 0, y=O0 (3.3)
 2 ~~~~~ay
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 The stability of Poiseuille flow modulated at high frequencies 457

 Since f is a periodic function of T we can write

 00

 h( Y, r) =~E eyr FY7(Y), (3.4)
 7= _ 0

 where the Fourier coefficients 1,( Y) are independent of r. If we substitute for f
 from (3.4) into (3.3) and equate like powers of eiT we obtain an infinite set of coupled

 differential systems to determine these coefficients. The systems are of the form

 dgj V + 2iy + 0(o-1)) r= 0(o-1y+, Y-1)1 3

 TY= dY['/d =O, y = O, for y = O, ? 1, ? 2, 3, ....J

 The 'forcing' terms on the right hand side of the above equation arise from the

 non linear interaction of the disturbance velocity components proportional to
 ei(Y+')T with the basic unsteady flow. We now show how the orders of magnitude in

 o of the Fourier coefficients are determined by a 'cascade' process.

 Suppose that the order of magnitude of TIf is determined by the unmodulated

 problem, the effect of modulation appearing at higher order. Since YF% and d9o/dY
 must vanish at Y = 1 it follows that near Y = 1

 0 (1_ - )2 , -1. (3.6)

 Thus we assume that Wo is of order o-. Consider the differential equation in (3.5)
 for y = m> 0. We assert that the order of magnitude of Gm is equal to that of the
 term on the right hand side of (3.5) representing the interaction of the basic flow

 and the disturbance velocity component proportional to ei(m-1)r. Thus we write

 O(YJm) = O(O( ?mi-), m = 12.... (3.7)

 The other forcing term on the right hand side of the differential equation in (3.5)
 is then of order O--2Tm and so only effects the solution of (3.5) at higher order. A

 similar argument for m negative shows that

 0 (tJm) = 0(o2-1ml), m = -I,-2, (3.8)

 It follows inductively from (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) that

 ?(YJm) = o-1-Iml, m = 0, ? 1, ? 2, ...

 so that we expand the Fourier coefficients and R and c in the form

 00

 gm(y) = C-1-Iml z C Y-i TX Y), m=O += 1 + 2,
 A=0

 R = R0+PR1 +R2 C I? ) (3.9)

 C = c0+cO c e +C2r +OQ(x) J

 The terms in the above expansions are essentially determined by matching the

 steady component YI9 in the Stokes layers with the corresponding solution in the

 29 Vol 344. A.
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 458 P. Hall

 outer layer. If e = 0, the flow is unmodulated and the matching conditions show

 that Ri = =i 0, for i> '2. With 6 + 0 it is found that this matching is first effected
 at order o-K. Thus R15 and c5 are the first non zero terms in the expansions of R

 and c. Thus, in order to spare the reader a lot of tedious algebra, we anticipate this
 result and write

 1-co+ o-`R?5 +0(@-3)} (3.10a, b)
 c 0- ,4+O(o3).j

 In ?4 we shall briefly explain how these expansions can also be anticipated by

 considering the limit e --> 0.

 The expansion procedure shown above enables us to solve the infinite set of

 coupled systems recursively. If we put y = 0 in (3.5) and use (3.9) and (3.10) we

 see that we can immediately evaluate the first four terms in the expansion of To.
 Having evaluated these terms we can calculate the first four terms in the expansions

 of VI'. and the first four and the next four terms in the expansions of To, and
 y 2 respectively. In this way we are able to calculate as many terms as we wish in
 the expansions of the Fourier coefficients. The first four terms in the expansion of

 Go are

 Po = AO2, Po' = A 12?B 3, {

 a2 a2 iaR11A05 =A2y 2+B13 +--A04, P= A3y2 + B2B +3 Bo05 + 3A0 5

 (3.11 a, b, c, d)

 where A4, Bon etc. are constants to be determined later. The first terms in the
 expansions of V' + 1 are

 y?= iaPR F(y) +P0{e11+i1 )-I +1(1 +i)},

 - 1--ia]?0 F(y) + Q0{e-Y(1) I(3.12 a, b)
 where

 A_ 5(1_i)?12 13_ 13(1?i)]_ 13
 2(1-i) e 3 + ? + 4 4J 4(1+i)J

 The functions proportional to P0 and Q0 above are eigenfunctions of the differential

 systems determining PI/l respectively. Before writing down the next term in the

 expansion of To we determine P0 and Q0 on which this term depends through the
 interaction of the basic flow and PO

 In order to determine P0 and Q0 we must solve for W/TI, away from the upper
 Stokes layer. However, since we are seeking a solution which is a perturbation
 from the usual (even) eigenfunction, we assume that P is also even. This is possible

 since u is an even function of Y. Thus we need only consider the region 0 < Y < 1

 and the boundary conditions at Y = -1 are then replaced by

 a Y-= ay3= 0 Y O0. (3.13)
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 The stability of Poiseujille flow modulated at high frequencies 459

 We shall refer to the region away from the upper Stokes layer which lies in [0, 1]

 as the outer layer. It follows from (2.9) and (2.10) that here v is determined by

 1_y2_C,]NT\+ 27 =-a N + o C NT] (3.14)

 together with (3.13). Since iW has no time dependence in the outer layer it follows
 that when we substitute for I from (3.4) into (3.14) and equate like powers of eir

 the resulting set of equations will not be coupled. It was for this reason that

 we said in ? 2 that it is easier to investigate the stability of Poiseuille flow

 modulated through the oscillation of the boundaries rather than the driving pressure

 gradient. We again solve the infinite set of equations by expanding the Fourier

 coefficients in powers of o-. We thus write

 00

 1'7( Y)-=b7Qx) z riA1'*( Y), (3.15)

 where the functions of o, namely by(C), are determined from the matching condi-
 tions where the upper and outer layers overlap. It is sufficient for our purposes to

 evaluate Pi1 . We can easily show from (3.4), (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) that

 ?f21 =FocoshoY, Y%! j=G0coshczY, (3.16a, b)

 where Fo and Go are for the moment unknown constants. The condition that the
 first terms in the expansions of Yl, in the upper and outer layers are of the same
 order of magnitude in oC in the overlap region gives

 b? IL = C-2) (3.17 a, b)

 and the first terms in these expansions then match if

 PO = QO = 0,

 P1 = - jiRoJ 4(1i) Ao tanh a,

 Ql = iocRo1/2 4(1i) AOtanhx, (3.18a, b, c, d, e)

 (1-i)]PI
 V2 a cosh a'

 (1+i)Q1
 Go V2acosha'

 where P1 and Q1 are the coefficients of the eigenfunctions of PI' corresponding to
 those proportional to P0 and Q0 in F1.

 Having determined P0 and Q0 we return to the evaluation of J'P in the upper layer.
 If we substitute for I from (3.5) and (3.7) into (3.4) and equate steady terms of

 29-2
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 460 P. Hall

 order -2 we obtain an ordinary differential system for TI4 which, using (3.11) and
 (3.12), we can solve to give

 ,12+B313 a2 icd?02 1A ix?OV2BO go4-A42 +B33?+A2y 4 + 3A5 + 30 V6
 iaR a3 30 e2,

 i OAxR0 x40y a2R2 2A- Y[4 3/ + 25i) 45 Ay 90 0R A{2(l +i) [12 +6

 + -16 (32 + 17i) + --L (6 5 + 55i)] 45,1+ 11t3 (3.19)
 1 6 j 128 256f

 The terms in the expansion of YI' in the outer layer are determined by substituting
 for If from (3.5) and (3.15) and (3.13) into (3.14) and equating steady terms of like
 powers of crri. We find that for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

 pt N2!ffk* = ~ (1_2Co k?*+2 (3.20) o~0 -

 - d3 ~~(.1
 dY O*-dY3w?8=O' Y-O, (3.21)

 and TI5* is determined by

 2YJ5* + (I - y2 J5 J5~ 1 r91N2YJ RN 02q-+(1Ny2 ) NEo5*+ 2 5* - oR2 * +c5NVI'5, (3.22)
 d d
 -y 'o - --?%-0, = O. (3.23)

 It remains for us to match the expansions of To in the overlap region. If the
 leadinig terms in the expansions are to be the same order in o we find that

 bo(of) = O-.

 The effect of modulation does not appear in the matching conditions until order

 o-. Thus the condition that the functions V, Ik 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, match onto the
 solution in the upper layer in the overlap region is that there they each match onto
 the small (1 - Y) series solution of (3.20) with boundary conditions

 k d-
 got-=Y2 ? y=1. (3.24)

 Hence we can write

 pk- V(y)>
 where f( IY) is the unmodulated eigenfunction which satisfies the differential system

 specified by (3.20), (3.21) and (3.24). The constant AO is then given by

 A0 -d2/i/r(1)dI2. (3.25)
 Similarly for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, we have

 TO* A kV(YV)IAO- (3.26)
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 The stability of Poiseuille flow modulated at high frequencies 461

 It follows from (3.20) and (3.25) that I'5* is determined by

 2 Nj5* + (1 _ y2 5 5 = 5N2Vr+c5N3f, (3.27)

 dY 05 dY3 IF05 Y = 0, (3.28)

 and the condition that the order o-4 terms in the expansions of Po in the upper
 and outer layers match in the overlap region requires that PI5* there matches onto
 the small (1- Y) series solution of (3.27) with boundary conditions

 P0d5* = 0, d Y75 = a2R2 62 d 2 4 5 . (3.29) d Y 6412 dY'(.9
 Thus P05' is determined by the differential system specified by (3.27), (3.28) and
 (3.29). The condition that this system has a solution gives

 (iR5/B0)I1+c5I2 = Z, (3.30)
 where 1={S+N22dY,

 I2= #f+NIV dY, (3.31a, b, c)

 z 45ixRO d2&/+(1) d2#fr(1) 62
 64V2 dY2 dY2 J

 and 3f+ is the adjoint function corresponding to Vr. The term on the right hand
 side of (3.30) represents the effect of modulation on the eigenrelation satisfied by
 ac, R and c.

 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 We have seen that in the limit o -s o the first order correction to the eigenrelation

 satisfied by a, R and c is given by (3.30). For a given value of ac and R5 this relation
 determines the corresponding values of the wave speed and growth rate correction

 terms. If we wish to determine the value of R5 for which the growth rate is zero we
 take the real and imaginary parts of (3.30) and solve the resulting equations for
 R5 and c5 which is then real. We find that

 R.5 ir2 2 r - )r 2
 5 l=rd? 2r +11 I2i1 (4.1 ,b)

 h5+I, i+Z+r Ir1 I
 -fi -1r2r + -Ili -2i}

 where the suffixes i and r denote imaginary and real parts respectively. When
 ac, R, and co have their unmodulated critical values, namely

 c = 1.02024, A

 Bo = 5774.4, t (4.2a, b)
 co= 0.263946,J
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 462 P. Hall

 then Z, I, and 12 are given by
 45cd?0e2

 Z = - (3170+43585i) 6412

 12 = -508-28.55i, (4.3a, b, c)
 '1 = 19900 + 138000i.

 These values were kindly supplied to the author by Dr R. Cousins. Using (4.1)
 and (4.3) we can show that, correct to four significant figures, the corresponding

 values of R5 and c5 are R5Ro - 270900002} (4.4a, b)
 =c 1267000e2. j44a,b

 Thus the critical Reynolds number R, and the corresponding value of c for the
 flow can be written in the form

 R= 5774.4[1 - 2.709e2a--5 107 + 0(o--3)], 4.S )
 c- 0.263946[1 - 4.8e2-1I06 + O(o-3)]. (j * b)

 (It can be shown that the variation of a from its critical value for the unmodulated
 flow does not effect (4.5) until order (oC-5).) Thus the effect of modulation is to
 lower the critical Reynolds number and so destabilize the flow. The results of

 Grosch & Salwen (1972) & Herbert (1972) were for much smaller values of o and
 so we cannot compare our results with those of these authors. We recall that,
 unlike our results, their results suggested that for small modulation amplitudes
 modulation stabilizes the flow. However at larger amplitudes Grosch & Salwen
 (I968) found that the flow is destabilized. Our results show that for all modulation
 amplitudes the flow is destabilized if the modulation frequency is very large.

 If the correction term in (4.5 a) is to be small compared to the first term we require

 that >t .3

 Thus we expect our expansion to be valid for the range of values of oC satisfying

 this condition. This can also be seen from (4.1 a) by estimating the orders of mag-
 nitude of the terms on the right hand side of this equation as R0 - oo. We find

 R51RO , RoIV 62. Thus for large Reynolds numbers our expansion is valid for

 C > dRo.

 However, at lower Reynolds numbers we can expect the expansion to be valid for
 a larger range of a.

 We now explain how the results of this problem can be obtained from an alter-
 native method of solution. Suppose that the amplitude of modulation is small.
 We can obtain a solution of the system specified by (2.9) and (2.12) by expanding
 T[, c, and P in the form

 P = ?Y + 6cPeiT + 6- e-it + 6220o + e2 I2e2iT + 6292 e2ir + 0(63)

 R = Ro+PRi+62R2+0(e3), 0 (4.6a, b, c)
 C = c +ec1+62c2+0(e3),
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 The stability of Poiseuille flow modulated at high frequencies 463

 where the functions Y1i', ?-1, 20, 12, and '-2 are functions of c- and Y and ?0
 is a function of Y only. The effect of modulation on R and c first appears at order

 62 and we find that

 .R2 1 lNf +C +2o

 = B 1i+tfN2 +f_Y N? d2fPIl d[1} dY} (4.7)
 where ~f+ is the adjoint function mentioned earlier andf is as defined by (2.3). If

 we let C tend to infinity in the defining equations for Vfi it is easily seen that the
 term on the right hand side of (4.7) is of order r4. Moreover if this term is evaluated

 precisely we find that

 aR= +2+(-) (4.8)

 where Z, I1 and 12 are as defined by (3.31 a, b, c). This equation is equivalent to
 (3.30) so that we have a way of checking the analysis of ? 3.

 In order to evaluate (4.7) in general we must integrate numerically for each

 value of C the systems defining ?>fi. This procedure has no great advantage over
 that given by Gerosch & Salwen (I968) and so we do not pursue it here. However,

 the small e expansion procedure is useful in that it gives us a way of predicting the

 form of (3. lOa, b).

 It is of interest to note that the velocity profiles associated with (2.10) can be of

 a highly inflexional nature. Thus, since inflexional profiles are usually quite un-

 stable, it is surprising that the stability characteristics of modulated Poiscuille

 flow vary only slightly fiom those of the unmodulated flow. We attribute this to
 the fact that the profiles do not live long enough for an instability associated with

 their inflexional nature to grow.

 fFinally, a few words about other flows to which the method of this paper can be

 applied. The method is applicable to any parallel or nearly parallel flow modulated

 at such a high frequency that the Stokes layers associated with the oscillatory

 motion of the fluid occupy only thin regions of the flow field. The stability of the

 flow is then determined by splitting the flow field into difEerent regions and matching
 the solutions obtained in each region where different regions overlap.

 Indeed the result given by (3.30) is more general than might appear at first sight.

 We recall that this is the first order correction to the migenrelation of plane Poiseuille

 when the latter is modulated at high frequencies. Suppose that w given earlier by
 (2.10) is now of the form

 t ota(y)n+e eeiTfa ( Y,rC) + e ediff(ere C) o 1) + 0,)

 where f is given by (2.3). Thus U could represent Couette flow or some nearly
 parallel flow such as a divergent channel flow. Suppose oa, Ro and co now satisfy the
 eigenrelation associated with this flow, and Vf, and Vf+ are the corresponding eigen-
 function and adjoint function. It can then be shown that the first order correction
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 464 P. Hall

 to this eigenrelation is then given by (3.30). Thus we see that the analysis of ? 3 is

 directly applicable to other parallel flows modulated at high frequencies.

 The author acknowledges the advice of Professor J. T. Stuart, F.R.S.
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